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Regarding: Recce
Recce registration 1: 01 FEB(THU) 15:00-20:00 at rally secretariat, Hotel Green Plaza
Recce registration 2: 02 FEB(THU) 06:00-07:00 at rally secretariat, Hotel Green Plaza
*Documentations at the same time of recce registration for JSR competitors.
*The crew with driving licenses must attend the recce registration.
On the Recce

Follow the instructions on the recce book that will be provided at the recce registration.

Only two pass for each stage. Recce sheet and tyres will be checked by the marshals in the stages.
Speed limit
Recce vehicle

40km/h speed limit in the stages must be respected.
JSR and JRC competitors must use the hire car provided by the organiser. East Japan

championship or open class competitors may use the rally cars, but competition snow tyres are not
allowed.
s the speed limit in the stages
Road opening schedule for recce on the 2nd FEB(FRI) *No recce is allowed other than schedule time.

SS course open time
Panorama R
Omae Suzaka
Palcall SuperSpecial
Kadokai Panorama
Nitazawa Baragi
Aisainooka
Panorama L
Ishizu Kadokai
Prince Land

SS 2 / 5
SS 3 / 8 / 10 / 16 / 18
SS 9 / 17
SS15 / 20
SS1 / 4
SS14 / 19
SS6 / 11
SS7 / 12
SS13 / 21

06：30～09：30
07：00～10：00
Only one run
08：00～10：00
09：00～11：30
08：30～12：00
10：30～13：30
12：00～15：00
12：00～15：00
13：00～15：30
Two pass for each stage is not guaranteed. Road opening schedule is strictly fixed.
Note on the recce
1. Always reminded that not all the stages are closed from the public.
2. Respect other traffic in the stages.
3. Contact CRC or CRO if competitor fails to pass two times.
Local police requesting all the competitors driving slowly on the liason.
Speeding on the stages or on the liason might be checked by the rally marshals and be reported to the
stewards.
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Renal recce car pick up / return
Pick up: 06:00-07:30 on 02 FEB(FRI)
Return: the car must be returned before 16:00 on 02 FEB(FRI)
Venue: Parc Ferme(Tennis court), Hotel Green Plaza
*Type of rental car is not negotiable.
*Only tyres fitted on rental car are allowed to use for recce.
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